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About This Content

We spend much of our youth in schools. Whether historical, fantasy or modern, many games need that touch of academic
setting.

Classic School Tiles resource pack is composed of the essential details needed to create classrooms, libraries, study rooms and
the dreaded principal's office. From a blackboard to messy student desks and more, this pack will really bring your school

setting to life!

Features:

A smooth, painterly style like the one you'll find in Pirate Ship, Casino, Valentine's, Winter Wonderland, Sci Fi,
Halloween, Evil Castle, Royal and Dungeon & Volcanoes tile packs.

Environments can be used in both modern schools and medieval fantasy schools.

Auto-tiles for floors (A2) and walls (A4), and a variety of objects in tiles B and C.
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Animated single and double doors, and more!
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Classic School Tiles
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
Sherman3D
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German,Italian
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Perhaps not reccomend is rather harsh, but it is justified, allow me to explain.
Tile sets A are fine. The walls and floors are fine, what is the issue are the objects. None of the objects in B or C are scaled
correctly for VX Ace's engine. It isn't even meerly an alignment issue, to make any of the desks usable (so there isn't a massive
invisible forcfield stopping characters from getting within several feet of them) I've had to mannually edit them in ClipStudio
using a custom tile set template. This has taken many monotonous hours that shouldn't be nessicery for a "finished" product. I
would expect this is this wasn't being advertised as an VX Ace product and therefore it could be optimisation issues between
versions, but it is, and therefore the tile sets should work from import.

Now I haven't asked for a refund because much like with the A sets, the painting and the actual artistry of the sprites is very
good, much better than what I personally could acomplish not being a sprite artist, and have enabled me to begin testing of my
idea, they're just not scaled or aligned correctly. Which is very frustrating, having to manually correct them, but more
acomplishable than trying to recreate the tiles I wanted from scratch.

In conclusion, unless you're okay with spending \u00a35 on something you will need to manually edit yourself before they're
usable, then go ahead, if you are expecting to buy, plug in and play. Save yourselfs the disappointment and look elsewhere. Only
would 100% say go for it if it was in a sale for a fraction of the price.. Half of the tiles are so glitched that they're unusable. It's
absolute BS. I was so, so stoked for this DLC pack. But despite the pieces looking good, they're not even applicable.

Very, very disappointed.. Nice bit of DLC. Not bad pretty simple but can't beat the price and while my DS+ set has more tiles
that are modern it lacks benches for cafeteria and what not I kind of got it just for that feature as I hate have every single dining
area have the same table with four chairs, some times it fits others its kind of bad same with the the only 3 wall types for
indoors. Now with this I can make a school with out recycling the same 3 wall tiles over and over and same dining set up. And if
I need nurses office bam make a set with other back for that.

Overall can't complain at all for 1.39 I can have classrooms that feel like classrooms and I can re-use the long bench desk as a
table for cafeteria with a bit of basic tile set for meals on it. So win win for me. I mean its little lacking in everything you need
for a school but mixed with other sets its perfect. No real issues at all, filled a gap I had for a side project quite well.

Only thing this really lacks which all of them seem to lack is a podium, I don't know why none of the packs have one, but come
its one thing I need for a school to be complet. What if I need to make a lecture hall, or an assembly scene...
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